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                                        Home Assignment

                                                     Class-1

                                             Subject- Maths

Q.1 Fill in the blanks

(a) _________is In between 30and 32.

(b)__________is in between 17and 19.

(c)_________is  in between 48and50.

(d) _________is in between 19and 21.

Q.2 Match the number and the number name.

(I)  5                              Nine

(II) 2                                6

(III) 7                            Five

(IV) Six                        Seven

(V) 9                             Two

Q.3 In the word HORSE:

(a)   The first letter_________.

(b)   The third letter_________.



(c)  O is the ______letter.

(d)  R is the______letter.

Q.4     Add and fill in the blanks.

1.      10+2=

2.      14+6=

3.      18+3=

4.      17+5=

5.      20+10=

Q.5 solves these sums.

1. In a park ,20 children are playing basketball and 35  are playing

 Cricket.how many children in all?

2.    Raghu invited 28 friends 16 friends have come. how many more will

Come?
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*Do all questions

Q-1 fill in the blanks correctly with a or an :

1) this is   .....     Apple.

2) this is      ...    peacock.

3) this is   ....        table.

4That is   ....      fan.

5)This is  ......     book.

6)That is .......      well.

7)This is ......      table.

8)This is   .......  ink pot.

9)That is  ......        Bell.

10)This is   .....           egg.

Q.2-write the name of days.

1

2

3

4



5

6

7

Q.3 use of following word to finish the sentences.

(Going, honey, turtle, roaring, dolls, peacocks, come,
table)

1-The redd rose is on the________.

2-I can see a little_________ in the sea.

3-girls love playing with_______.

4-kate is _______with her bag.

5-a big Lion is______in the cage.

6-the bear loves_______.

7-look at the________ on the tree.

8-John will_______late.
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